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[1.0] Characters 
Tides of Aether is a tactical board game where each player takes on the role of a character on the fantastic, magical world 
of Strand. The players cooperate to complete various scenarios and battles set before them by the GM (Game Master). 
 
[1.1] Stats 
Your character’s innate abilities are represented by their stats. Stats have effects in and out of battle. 
 
Health: Health is a measure of physical strength and endurance. Reaching 0 Health renders one unable to fight. 
Spirit: Spirit is a measure of mental fortitude and magical skill. Spirit is lost when out of Health, and reaching 0 means 
death. 
Reflex: Reflex is a measure of reaction time and precision. Each point of Reflex adds a 10% chance to react to attacks. 
Speed: Speed is a measure of quickness and dexterity. Each point of Speeds adds an additional tile of movement. 
Initiative: Initiative is a measure of perception and readiness. Initiative determines starting turn order. 
 
[1.2] Levels 
As your party defeats enemies and completes objectives, you will gain levels, which can be spent to upgrade your stats. 
Health, Spirit, Reflex, and Initiative cost 1 level to increase by +1. Speed costs 2 levels to increase by +1. The maximum 
level is 42. 
 
Base/Max Health: 12/30 
Base/Max Spirit: 3/9 
Base/Max Reflex: 2/8 
Base/Max Speed: 3/6 
Base/Max Initiative: 1/7 
 
[1.3] Checks 
The GM will frequently resolve non-combat scenarios with a check. There are two types of checks: stat checks and 
background checks. 
 
For a stat check, roll a d10 and add the appropriate modifier, based on your rank in that stat. Modifiers start at +0. Stat 
checks are made against a target number that you are attempting to beat, which the GM may or may not reveal to you. 
 
Health: Modifier increases by +1 per 3 ranks (at 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30). 
Spirit, Reflex, Initiative: Modifier increases by +1 per rank. 
Speed: Modifier increases by +2 per rank. 
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Background checks are made based on the knowledge and life experiences of your character, and resolve many social 
and other non-combat situations. Each character starts with two backgrounds, which should be simple and descriptive, 
such as “cloistered scholar,” “experienced sailor,” “fame-seeker,” or “starving artist.” Backgrounds can be changed and 
gained over time. When you make a background check, roll a d10. 
 
Partial success/complication: 1-4 
Success: 5-9 
Full/special success: 10 
 
Checks can be modified based on the circumstances, either having advantage or disadvantage. You might have 
advantage on an Initiative check to detect a hidden enemy if you had scouted out the terrain beforehand, or disadvantage 
if you were in a sandstorm. When navigating through a dense jungle, your native guide might have advantage due to their 
extensive knowledge, while a city-dweller would have disadvantage due to being out of their element. 
 
Advantage: Roll twice and take the higher result. 
Disadvantage: Roll twice and take the lower result. 
 
[1.4] Axes and Disciplines 
Your character’s combat abilities are represented by the skills they know. Skills are grouped into one of 4 axes, and into 
one of the 5 disciplines in that axis. 
 
Spirit Axis: Magic based on manipulating the flows of aether found within one's own body and spirit. 
Soldier: Soldiers combine strength of will with strength of body, performing feats of power and endurance. 
Knight: Knights strengthen themselves into an immovable force, defending themselves and others. 
Monk: Monks have complete control of their body, and use it to perform feats of agility and strength. 
Shifter: Shifters bypass the limits of the body by transforming into animals, towering over the battlefield. 
Abyssal: Abyssals sacrifice body and spirit, creating waves of darkness that consume and destroy on a fundamental level. 
 
Twisting Axis: Magic performed by imagining a result, twisting physical laws and probabilities in one's favor. 
Ranger: Rangers are traditionally masters of the bow, and are equally adept at creating alchemical substances for use in 
combat. 
Rogue: Rogues specialize in manipulating probability and slipping through the lines of battle, as well as using supportive 
alchemical concoctions. 
Duelist: Duelists' repeated strikes crush enemies, leaving them helpless against the assault. They are also adept at 
reading the flow of battle, enhancing their reflexes. 
Assassin: Assassins are one with the shadows, singling out isolated targets and stripping away defenses. 
Templar: Templars invert the aether, creating anti-magic that destroys all that is unnatural. 
 
Unity Axis: Magic based on manipulating the flows of aether that connect all living things. 
Radiant: Radiant magic turns positive emotions into gentle light that heals and cleanses. 
Herald: Heralds utter words of power, empowering allies or censuring enemies. 
Performer: Performers understand the aether as eternal, ineffable music that lies between all living things, using mystic 
song and dance to make emotion reality. 
Paladin: Paladins forge their will to protect into wings of light that are solid in both the aetheric and physical planes, 
serving as shield and sword. 
Necromancer: Necromancy turns negative emotions into power, cursing foes, consuming the spirits of the dying, and 
freezing the spirits of the dead into mindless minions. 
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Evocation Axis: Magic based on creating and manipulating physical and aetheric phenomena. 
Pyromancer: Pyromancers use fire and lightning to destroy their enemies and gather power in themselves. 
Cryomancer: Cryomancers command wind and ice, surrounding themselves with an aura of cold that is both defense and 
offense. 
Geomancer: Geomancers control water and earth, sculpting the world as they wish. 
Astrologer: Astrologers manipulate the invisible forces that underpin reality, shaping space, gravity, and the weave of the 
aether. 
Warlock: Warlocks are mages dedicated to war, transforming the Tides into beams of pure energy that annihilate the very 
existence of whatever they touch. 
 
[1.5] Skill Types 
There are 5 types of skills. Each discipline has 8 skills: four actives, and one of each other type. 
 
Active: Cards played on your turn with a wide variety of effects. 
Reaction: Cards played in response to an attack. There are defensive and offensive reactions. 
Support: Cards with game-changing effects that modify your abilities or grant an additional special ability. 
Movement: Cards that modify your movement or grant an alternate method of movement. 
Ultimate: Cards played on your turn with extremely powerful effects. Only one can be used per rest. 
 
[1.6] Rituals 
Your character can also learn other magical abilities that have uses in other situations, many of them out of combat. Many 
rituals last as long as you wish, but you may only use one ritual at a time. You may learn any number of rituals, and may 
use them at any time as long as you fulfill the requirements. Some rituals require access to a discipline or axis to be able 
to learn it. 
 
[1.7] Experience 
As your party defeats enemies and completes objectives, you will gain experience, which can be spent to unlock axes, 
disciplines, skills, and rituals. There is no limit to the number of skills you can learn. Spending experience requires access 
to another character with knowledge of what you’re trying to learn. It also takes time: axes and disciplines take 8 hours to 
learn, skills take 4 hours to learn, and rituals take a variable amount of time to learn, typically at least 3 days. 
 
Axis: 30xp 
Discipline: 10xp 
Active: 1xp 
Reaction: 1xp 
Support: 3xp 
Movement: 2xp 
Ultimate: 10xp 
Ritual: 20xp (per rank) 
 
[1.8] Items 
Your character also has items that grant additional abilities, modify your abilities in some way, or can be consumed for an 
effect. There are 6 types of items. Some items have multiple types. 
 
Armor: Clothing or worn equipment that can be enchanted with a variety of effects, typically defensive or utility. 
Weapon: Equipment held in the hands that can be enchanted with a variety of effects, typically offensive. Many skills use 
your weapon to attack, and different weapons can modify the range and area of these skills. 
Consumable: Items used as an action in battle with powerful, one-time effects. 
Material: Items that can be used to craft items, or enchantments that can be applied to weapons and armor. 
Treasure: Items whose primary use is being sold or traded. 
Artifact: Special items that typically grant an additional skill and have powerful magical effects. A character may only use 
one artifact at once. 
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[1.9] Enchantments 
Weapons and armor can be enchanted with a variety of special effects. There are 3 tiers of materials and enchantments. 
Items made out of rarer materials can have stronger enchantments applied to them. 
 
Weapons: 1 enchantment slot. Duplicate weapon enchantments on two readied weapons do not stack. 
Armor: 1 enchantment slot per tier (T1 armor: T1 slot, T2 armor: T1/T2 slots, T3 armor: T1/T2/T3 slots). A lower tier 
enchantment can be placed in a higher tier slot. You cannot add duplicate armor enchantments, including across tiers of a 
single enchantment type. 
 
[1.10] Loadout 
You can only use a limited number and type of skills at once, and can only equip and carry a limited number of items in 
battle. Each character has the below item and skill slots. Your skill loadout must match the below: 
 
Skills: 4 actives, 1 reaction, 1 support, 1 movement, 1 ultimate 
Items: armor, weapon 1, weapon 2, 4 empty slots, currency 
 
Weapons and armor must be readied to grant you their effects. You may start with one set of armor and up to 2 weapons 
in the appropriate slots readied. Some weapons take both hands to use, preventing you from readying another weapon 
with them. You may have a two-handed weapon in both weapon slots. You may put any item in any slot if you wish. You 
may carry any amount of currency. 
 
You may change your loadout at any time while not in battle. Some items grant you additional skills, notably certain 
weapon types; you may have any number of additional skills of this kind. 
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[2.0] Battles 
The GM will often pit your team of characters against an opposing team, where you must use your skills and items to 
survive. The objective of most battles is to defeat the enemy team by reducing their Health to 0, but some battles can 
have alternate conditions, such as escaping, defending a position, or escorting an ally. 
 
The game is played on a grid called the battlefield, made up of square spaces called tiles. Characters occupy one or more 
of these tiles, depending on their size. Each tile can has a number of properties that describe it, such as its height, the 
material that occupies it, hazards that affect characters in those tiles, etc. 
 
[2.1] Battle Setup 
The GM sets up the timeline (turn order) based on the Initiative of the characters involved. If a player ties with an enemy 
or non-player ally, the character goes first. If players tie, either can go first. At the start of combat, characters with higher 
Initiative may choose to place themselves any place lower in the timeline. 
 
The GM will often call for an Initiative check at the start of battle, to determine how much information you have about the 
enemy team or the battlefield and determine characters’ starting position. Optionally, turn order can also be determined 
with this check as well. The GM will indicate the area that you can place yourself in after the roll, then players place 
themselves on the battlefield in turn order. 
 
[2.2] Turns 
Each character then takes their turn in order. On your turn, you can do two things: act and move, in either order. 
 
You can act by using an active skill, ultimate skill, or by taking an alternate action (shown later). You may have the 
opportunity to attempt to perform other actions that have a chance of failure, such as acrobatics, intimidation, or other 
environmental interactions. In these cases, the GM will direct you to make a check and will determine the result from it. 
 
You can move by moving up to a number of tiles equal to your Speed, using a movement skill, or by starting to climb by 
ending your move on a climbable surface. 
 
[2.3] Rounds 
When all characters have taken their turn, the round is over, and a new round begins from the start of the timeline. 
 
There are numerous skills and effects that occur or are activated at the end of the round. These effects also occur in 
timeline order, after all characters have taken their turn. 
 
[2.4] Measuring Distance 
Many parts of the game require you to measure distance, either from yourself or a specified point. Distance is measured 
using cardinal directions (facing edges). Some skills specifically state that they measure diagonally. 
 
[2.5] Objects 
Objects are any sort of feature, structure, or character on the battlefield. Many actions interact with objects in various 
ways. Primarily, they serve to establish what characters can see and where they can move. 
 
Solid objects such as walls block movement and vision, porous objects such as tall grass block only movement, and 
characters block movement and vision for enemies only - allies can move and see past their teammates. 
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[2.6] Movement and Physics 
Characters can move along any path they choose when they move, along cardinal directions. Characters cannot move 
into objects that block movement. Some skills move a character or force one to move a set number of tiles in a direction. If 
the character is unable to finish the move because it would hit a movement blocker, it stops moving when it reaches a tile 
adjacent to the blocker. 
 
If multiple characters are being moved at once, the user of the skill that caused the movement chooses the order and the 
path those characters take. 
 
[2.7] Vision 
Many actions require you to have sight of the target. A character has sight of a tile if they can draw a line between them 
and the target without it crossing a vision blocker. It is important to note that actions that require sight can end on a 
blocked tile, for example, on an enemy character. 
 
[2.8] Range 
Some skills are ranged, and can be used out from your character. Ranges are measured the same way vision is. 
Disregard vertical distances when measuring range. You will typically see the words “within [value] tiles” or “within [area]” 
for a ranged skill. 
 
Some types of skills use your weapon to attack, determining its range; these skills use the word “melee.” If you use a 
melee attack without a weapon that changes melee range, you target an adjacent enemy. 
 
[2.9] Area 
Some skills affect an area, around you or a point in range. Areas are measured the same way movement is, but they pass 
through characters. Areas extend vertically in a column equal to their radius. Skills that do not state an area only affect a 
single tile. Some areas have special properties, such as penetrating objects or being attached to a character. Areas come 
in four different shapes. 
 
[size] Square: A square of the specified dimensions. Squares that do not state a range start from a tile adjacent to your 
character. (Below: 3x3 square starting adjacent to a character, 2x2 square used at a range of 4) 

 
[size] Ring: A ring of squares of the specified dimensions around the character or point, forming a larger square. Does not 
include the targeted point unless the skill specifies as such. (Below: 1x1 ring, 2x2 ring) 

 
[size] Line: A line of the specified dimensions, the center of which starts from a tile adjacent to your character. Lines that 
do not state a length continue until to the edge of the battlefield. (Below: line 1 tile wide, line 4 tiles long and 3 tiles wide) 
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Within [value] tiles / adjacent: All tiles within a number of tiles of the character or point. Adjacent means “within 1 tile.” 
(Below: Within 2 tiles, within 3 tiles, adjacent to a tile, adjacent to a 2x2 character) 

     
 
[2.10] Targets 
Each skill targets a specific type or types of characters or tiles. If the target type does not match a character, it has no 
effect and acts as if that character was not present. Some skills involve determining the closest target; if there are two 
characters an equal distance away, the user of the skill choses which is the closest. There are five different types of 
targets. 
 
Yourself: Only you. 
Ally: Another non-hostile character. 
Enemy: Another hostile character. 
Character: Any character. 
Team: Targets all characters on a team. 
 
[2.11] Using Skills and Attacking 
Skills will state what their effects are and in what magnitude. When you use a skill, choose a target or targets and those 
effects occur on them. Positive effects always succeed unless there is an effect that specifically blocks them. For a 
complete list of effects, see the Effect Reference below. 
 
When you use a skill that has the word “attack” in its text, the target has a chance to use a reaction skill. Roll a d10 when 
you attack (this is called an attack roll). If your roll is higher than your target’s Reflex, then they cannot react to your 
attack. 
 
Many skills inflict negative effects that have a chance to fail, which appears as “(beat [value])” after the effect in its text. 
When you attack with a skill of this sort, roll a second d10 (this is called an effect roll). If your roll is higher than the target 
number, the effect succeeded. 
 
You only make each type of roll once for all targets. 
 
[2.12] Reactions 
You may only react once per round. You may use a reaction skill only if you were attacked and your attacker did not beat 
your Reflex. You may react to attacks from allies. Multiple characters may react to the same attack; this happens in 
timeline order. You may choose not to react. If you have multiple reaction skills, choose one. Reaction skills that attack 
must target your attacker, do not involve a roll, and cannot be reacted to. Some attacks combine movement with an 
attack. If you react to an attack of this kind, you react as if you were adjacent to the target. Some skills and items provide 
additional reactions in a round or alter the above rules.  
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[2.13] Effect Order 
Almost all skills have multiple effects, which occur in a certain order that is most relevant during an attack. Some portions 
of this order operate in a first-in, first-out stack. Some skills specify an order, which overrides the below. If two effects are 
triggered or activated at the same time, the player who used that skill decides the order. 
 
Attacker: Movement effects 
Attacker: Positive effects 
Attacker: Effect roll 
Attacker: Add successful non-damaging negative effects on the target to the stack. 
Attacker: Attack roll 
Attacker: Add damage on the target to the stack. 
Attacker: Determine if reaction is possible. If not, skip Defender steps. 
Defender: Choose whether or not to react and which skill to use. 
Defender: Remove blocked damage and effects from the stack. 
Attacker: Resolve the stack, inflicting the remaining effects, if any, on the defender. 
Defender: Positive effects 
Defender: Inflict negative effects on the target 
Defender: Movement effects 
 
[2.14] Important Effects 
There are a number of effects which are core to the game’s mechanics. 
 
Damage/Heal: Decrease or increase Health. Health cannot go below 0 or above the character’s maximum. 
Defeat: When a character reaches 0 Health, it loses 1 Spirit and is defeated, removing all effects on it. Defeated 
characters cannot act, move, or use items, do not block vision, and are immune to effects that do not specifically target 
defeated characters. At the end of the round, defeated characters lose 1 Spirit. 
Revive: Heal a defeated character. 
Kill / Death: When a character reaches 0 Spirit, it is permanently killed. Remove that character from play and the timeline, 
and remove all of its cards, except banes and boons on other characters. 
 
Boons & Banes: A set of 10 generalized effects that last until removed. Characters may only have 1 boon and 1 bane at 
once. Boons and banes are paired, and if applied to a target with their opposite, removes it instead. 
Power / Weakness: Damage +2. / Damage -2. 
Stability / Stagger: Reflex +5. / Reflex -5. 
Clarity / Blind: Rolls +5. / Rolls -5. 
Vigor / Burn: Heal for 2 at end of round. / Take 2 damage at end of round. 
Haste / Slow: Speed +2, ignore hazards, climb quickly. / Speed -2, cannot use movement skills. 
 
Cleanse: Remove all cards with negative effects on the target. Support skills cannot be cleansed. 
Dispel: Remove all cards with positive effects on the target. Attacks that inflict dispel may target constructs in addition to 
their normal targets, destroying them if successful. Support skills cannot be dispelled, but constructs created by support 
skills can be dispelled. 
 
Dash: Move a set number of tiles. Does not interact with Speed or Speed modifiers. 
Teleport: Move a set number of tiles as if you did not pass through the intervening tiles. Does not interact with Speed or 
Speed modifiers. 
Displacement: Force the target to move. Displacement can be a set number of tiles or a location relative to you. For 
relative locations, the target takes the shortest path. 
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[2.15] Alternate Actions 
All humans have access to the below skills, and all living characters can basic attack and wait. 
 
Basic attack: Attack an enemy in melee for 6 damage. 
Use: Use an object next to you or an item in your inventory. 
Ready: Ready a weapon or armor in your inventory. 
Stow: Stow a weapon or armor in your inventory. Does not cost an action to use. 
Stabilize: Stabilize an adjacent defeated ally. 
Wait: Move yourself to any place lower in the timeline. 
Analyze: Take a close look at an adjacent object or character, asking the GM a question about it. 
 
[2.16] Other Important Rules and Notes 
If your roll would always succeed or always fail, you may skip the roll. 
When you are granted a positive effect, you may forego all or part of it. For example, you may keep a certain boon even 
when granted a different one. 
You may forego inflicting a bane if you wish. 
Always round up. If there is a rounding conflict, the player whose turn it is decides. 
All stacking is additive. 
Effects coming from characters that are defeated or killed during effect resolution are canceled. For example, if you can 
deal enough damage to defeat a character that has only a counterattack for its a reaction, you can safely attack it 
because it would be defeated before being able to react. 
If you have a one-handed weapon that changes your melee range, you may choose to attack with it or with your other 
hand. 
Special effects with the same name do not stack unless specifically noted. 
Support skills that target characters cannot be removed, but they can be blocked. 
“Until your next turn” means “until the start of your next turn.” 
Cards that have special effects are not usable while they are on the battlefield or another character. 
One turn is approximately 10 seconds, and one tile is approximately 3 meters. 
What the GM says goes. 
 
[2.17] Battle End 
When battle ends, characters immediately lose all effects and return to full Health. Any Spirit lost during the battle remains 
lost until restored, and if a character has used an ultimate, they may not use another until they rest. 
 
[2.18] Resting 
Characters need food and at least 8 hours of sleep during a day. Doing so recovers 2 Spirit and the ability to use an 
ultimate. A short, non-combat interruption no longer than 10 minutes does not break this rest. Going without at least 4 
hours of sleep or without food causes characters to lose 1 Spirit. If a character would die from doing so, it instead enters a 
coma for 2d10-Spirit check days. 
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[2.19] Example Round 
 
Let’s put it all together with an example, featuring Aaron and Bert in a friendly sparring match. For this example, we’ll 
forego the full loadouts and remove some additional effects of the skills involved. 
 
Aaron - Hea 20 Spr 4 Ref 6 Spd 5 Ini 1 
Active: Tiger Fist - Attack an adjacent enemy for 6 damage and grant yourself power. 
Reaction: Tortoise Palm - Block half of the damage you take. 
 
Bert - Hea 16 Spr 3 Ref 8 Spd 4 Ini 3 
Active: Fireball - Launch an explosive ball of flames at a tile in sight within 5 tiles, attacking a 2x2 square starting on that 
tile. Deals 4 damage to the closest target and 3 damage to others. 
Reaction: Aftershock - Attack characters in a 1x1 ring around you for 3 damage and displace them 3 tiles away from you. 
 
Bert has more Initiative, so he goes first! 
 
Bert: 16/16, Aaron: 20/20         Bert: 16/16, Aaron: 16/20 

 
Bert uses Fireball over a 2x2 area, but the rock in the center of the area blocks part of it. Bert rolled an 8, which is higher 
than Aaron’s Reflex of 6, so he inflicts 4 damage to Aaron! Bert decides not to move. 
 
Bert: 16/16, Aaron: 16/20         Bert: 16/16, Aaron: 16/20, Power        Bert: 8/16, Aaron: 16/20, Power 

 
Aaron moves next to Bert and uses Tiger Fist, which grants him power, increasing his damage by +2. Aaron rolled a 2, 
which is lower than Bert’s Reflex of 8. Bert decides to react with Aftershock, but since Aftershock doesn’t block damage, 
he first takes 8 damage! 
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Bert: 8/16, Aaron: 13/20, Power         Bert: 8/16, Aaron: 13/20, Power 

 
Aftershock attacks a ring around Bert, dealing 3 damage to Aaron and pushing him away! Bert chooses to push him 
towards the rock. 
 
And that’s it! 
 
[2.20] Suggested Starting Resources 
The GM should start players with no less than: 
10 levels 
60 experience 
Anglo language 
1 ritual 
Their choice of enchanted tier 1 weapons and armor 
A small amount of currency or consumables 
 
A higher-level campaign should double the levels, experience, and rituals known for each character. 
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[3.0] Effect Reference 
 
[3.1] Positive Effects 
Heal: Raise Health by an amount. You cannot raise Health above the target’s maximum. 
Revive: Heal a defeated character for an amount. 
Stabilize: Prevent a defeated character from losing Spirit at the end of the round. Lasts until the target is revived. 
Boon: Boons are one of 5 generalized positive effects that last until removed. Limit 1 boon per character. Each boon 
opposes a bane, and if granted to a target with that bane, removes it instead. 
Power: Deal +2 more damage. Opposes weakness. 
Stability: Reflex +5. Opposes stagger. 
Clarity: Rolls +5. Opposes blind. 
Vigor: At the end of the round, you are healed for 2. Opposes burn. 
Haste: Speed +2, ignore hazards, and climb quickly. Opposes slow. 
Cleanse: Remove all cards with negative effects on the target. Support skills cannot be cleansed. 
Block: Reduce damage by an amount, or prevent a negative effect from occuring. 
Redirect: Transfer the specified effects from an ally to you. Suffering a negative effect in this way does not count as an 
attack against you from that ally’s attacker. 
Immune/Ignore: Grants complete protection from an effect. Immune characters may still be targeted. 
Dash: Move a set number of tiles. 
Teleport: Move a set number of tiles as if you did not pass through the intervening tiles. 
Cannot be blocked/unblockable: The specified skill or effect ignores blocking. Skills that include blocking in their effect 
may still be used against unblockable attacks. 
Cannot be removed: The specified skill or effect ignores removal effects, except if its source dies. 
Cannot be redirected: Effects that would redirect all or part of the specified skill or effect are ignored. Skills that include 
redirection in their effect may still be used against attacks that cannot be redirected. 
Avoid reactions: Targets of the attack cannot use reaction skills. 
Displacement reduction: Reduce displacement to the specified amount. 
Stealth: Characters in stealth cannot be seen or directly targeted. Stealth breaks if the character passes within a set 
detection range of an enemy, draws attention in some way, or takes an action. Characters with the ability to enter stealth 
may spend an action to enter it, but only if they are out of sight of all enemies, do not currently have any non-boon/bane 
effects active, and did not attack on their last turn. 
 
[3.2] Negative Effects 
Damage: Lower Health by an amount. You cannot lower Health below 0. 
Defeat: When a character reaches 0 Health, it loses 1 Spirit and is defeated, removing all effects on it. Defeated 
characters cannot act, move, or use items, do not block vision, and are immune to effects that do not specifically target 
defeated characters. At the end of the round, defeated characters lose 1 Spirit. 
Kill / Death: When a character reaches 0 Spirit, it is permanently killed. Remove that character from play and the timeline, 
and remove all of its cards, except banes and boons on other characters. 
Destroy: When a construct is removed or reaches 0 Health, it is destroyed, removing it from play. 
Bane: Banes are one of 5 generalized negative effects that last until removed. Limit 1 bane per character. Each bane 
opposes a boon, and if inflicted on a target with that boon, removes it instead.  
Weakness: Deal -2 less damage. Opposes power. 
Stagger: Reflex -5. Opposes stability. 
Blind: Rolls -5. Opposes clarity. 
Burn: At the end of the round, you take 2 damage. Opposes vigor. 
Slow: Speed -2, and you cannot use movement skills. Opposes haste. 
Dispel: Remove all cards with positive effects on the target. Attacks that inflict dispel may target constructs in addition to 
their normal targets, destroying them if successful. Support skills cannot be dispelled, but constructs created by support 
skills can be dispelled. 
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Displacement: Force the target to move. Displacement can be a set number of tiles or a location relative to you. The 
source of the displacement chooses the path the target takes if there are multiple valid locations, and chooses the order of 
targets if there are multiple targets. For relative locations, the target takes the shortest path. 
Spirit loss: Some skills cause Spirit loss in addition to normal loss from defeat. 
Lethal: Lethal attacks instantly kill the target if they defeat it. Players and some characters cannot be killed in this way, 
instead losing 1 additional Spirit. 
Prevented from dashing/teleporting/moving/leaving tile: Affected characters cannot take actions or movement that would 
cause the specified effect, including skills that include movement as part of their effects. 
Cannot use/Impossible: The specified effect or skill cannot be used, activated, or triggered. 
Stun: Stunned characters cannot act, react, move, dash, teleport, activate or trigger skills, or interact with items. 
Hazard: A negative effect tied to a tile. There are many types of hazards, such as: Difficult terrain that costs 2 Speed to 
move into; Deep water that characters cannot act in; Falls from heights that cause damage; Fire that spreads, destroys 
flammable objects, and deals damage to characters at the end of the round; and more. Some skills create hazards. 
 
[3.3] Special Effects 
Temporary effect: An effect that lasts a set duration. Skills with duration measured in rounds last until after all delayed 
effects have occurred. When you apply a temporary effect, place that card on the affected character; you cannot use that 
card until the effect has ended. 
Delayed effect: Delayed actions or effects occur at the end of the round, after all characters have taken their turn. If 
multiple are happening on the same round, determine the order they occur in by timeline order. Most delayed attacks 
choose a target on a character’s turn, then the attack and its rolls occur at the end of the round. Attacks that you may 
choose to delay do not choose a target until the end of the round. If no valid target is in range, the attack does nothing. 
Roll/damage/stat/reaction amount modifier: Alter attack and effect rolls, damage dealt or taken, a stat, or the number of 
reactions a character can take each round by the specified amount. Rolls can be modified above 10 and below 0. 
Damage, stats, and reaction amount cannot be modified below 0. Modifiers stack additively. 
Sacrifice: Lose a set amount of Health as a cost to use a skill. You cannot use the skill if you cannot pay the full cost 
without defeating yourself. Sacrifice is not damage, and cannot be blocked or redirected. 
Removed from play: The character is removed from the battlefield and cannot be targeted by other characters, except by 
skills that specifically target removed characters. 
Effect stealing: Removes an effect from the target and grants it to the user. 
Pass through: Ignore blocking from the specified type of object. 
Attached: An area effect that is centered on a character and moves with them. 
Penetrates objects: An area effect that is not blocked by objects, applying to every tile in the area. 
Goes around objects: An area effect that is not blocked by objects as long as there is a valid route around the object that 
is inside the area. 
Limited: A skill that cannot be used or activated if another card of the same name is active. 
Leap/Launch/Fly: Movement that ignores height and objects in the way as long as there is a valid route around the object 
in the path. For example, you can leap over a tree, but you cannot leap inside a building through its roof. 
Impassable: Impassable tiles block movement, vision, skills, and teleportation. They cannot be removed and block these 
effects even if they would otherwise not be able to. 
Delayed turn: A character whose turn has been delayed to the end of the round takes its turn at that time. If it has any 
delayed effects, they are delayed until all other end-of-round effects have occurred. 
Timeline movement: Some skills can alter turn order, moving characters on the timeline. If a character that has not taken 
their turn is moved above the current turn, its turn happens next. If a character that has taken its turn is moved below the 
current turn, its turn is skipped. 
Disable: A disabled card is treated as if it did not exist. Counters created by disabled skills remain, but do not have any 
effect. 
Constructs: Constructs are characters or effects created by another character. 
Conscious: Not defeated. 
Living: Not a construct, or is a character such as a golem. 
Counters: Some skills add or remove counters that serve to mark the magnitude or timer of various effects. Counters 
cannot be interacted without except by skills that specifically state as such. 
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Energy: Energy is a secondary resource created and spent by warlock skills. Energy created by one skill may be used by 
any skill that consumes energy. 
Shifting: Shifting is an action caused by shifter skills. A shift cannot be blocked or removed, and persists through defeat. 
You may end a shift on your turn. While shifted, your skills except the skill that caused the shift and your support skill are 
disabled. Your items are also disabled. You gain the skills listed on the skill used while shifted. You may be used as a 
mount, if you chose an appropriate form. You may shift while in water, and if you do, you may choose an aquatic form that 
acts in water, but may not leave it. 
Mounts: If another character may be used as a mount, you may end your move on their tile to mount them, attaching you 
to the mount. While mounted, the mount is always directly before you in the timeline. You may not move normally while 
mounted, but may dismount on your turn then immediately move. Single-target effects on your tile may target either you or 
the mount. Area effects target both. If you or your mount are defeated, you immediately dismount to a tile next to the 
mount. 
Climbing: While climbing, you cannot act or react. 
Stacking banes or boons: Some skills and items may allow banes and boons to stack. Applying the opposing bane/boon 
removes 1 from the stack.  Applying cleanse/dispel removes the entire stack. 
Trade places: Trading places is either a dash or displacement, depending on the skills. 
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[4.0] Grimoire 
 
[4.1] Soldier 
- 
Enduring Strike 
soldier active 
Sure of your own strength, attack in melee for 6 damage and heal yourself for 1. 
 
If you are below half maximum Health, heal yourself for 3 instead. 
- 
Reckless Strike 
soldier active 
Deliver a powerful blow that leaves you open, attacking in melee for 8 damage and lowering your rolls by -2. 
 
If you are below half maximum Health, deal 10 damage and lower your rolls by -5 instead. 
- 
Shake Free 
soldier active 
Break what hinders you, cleansing yourself and attacking in melee for 6 damage. 
 
If you are below half maximum Health, also grant yourself power or vigor. 
- 
Defensive Stance 
soldier active 
Take a defensive stance, guarding your vital areas. 
 
You react regardless of rolls, and your reaction also blocks -6 damage on yourself. 
 
You maintain your stance until you react. Ends on defeat. 
- 
Parry 
soldier reaction 
Deflect an attack and counterattack. 
 
Block -2 damage, then attack your attacker in melee for 4 damage if in range. 
- 
Rage 
soldier support 
While below half maximum Health, deal and take +2 more damage. 
 
When you take damage that would defeat you, instead drop to 0 Health and lose 1 Spirit. 
 
If you are damaged while you have 0 Health or have 0 Health at the end of the round, you are defeated. Do not lose Spirit 
for defeat in this way. 
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- 
Shoulder Ram 
soldier movement 
While you move, you may end your movement in another character's tile, displacing it in any direction. The distance of the 
displacement is half of your remaining Speed (minimum 1 tile). 
 
If you displaced the target towards you, it passes over you instead of stopping. 
 
You cannot displace characters into hazards with this skill normally, but you may spend your action to do so. 
- 
Destruction Fist 
soldier ultimate 
Focus all your strength into a single blow, attacking an adjacent enemy for 15 damage. Lethal to enemies. 
 
[4.2] Knight 
- 
Measured Strike 
knight active 
Strike your foe while defending yourself. Grant yourself stability and attack in melee for 6 damage. 
 
Block -6 damage from reactions to this attack. 
- 
Quake Stomp 
knight active 
Shake the ground with a mighty blow, attacking one enemy inside a 2x2 ring around you. Inflict slow and displace the 
target 2 tiles away from you. 
 
You may then stomp the ground again, attacking all other characters in a 2x2 ring around you. Inflict slow and displace 
targets 2 tiles away from you (beat 2). 
- 
Steady Stance 
knight active 
Steady yourself on the earth and in the aether, ready to deflect incoming attacks. 
 
Block -2 damage from attacks, block displacement, and your tile is impassable. 
 
Lasts until you leave your tile, or on defeat. 
- 
Healing Hands 
knight active 
Transfer your own life to another with a gentle touch. Sacrifice up to 5 Health to heal or revive an adjacent ally for twice 
that amount. 
- 
Stand Firm 
knight reaction 
Deflect the force of an attack, blocking -3 damage and displacement for yourself and adjacent allies. 
 
You may react to attacks on allies with this skill, and may dash up to 2 tiles if that would place you adjacent to them. 
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- 
Focused Defense 
knight support 
At the end of your turn, you may raise your guard in one direction, or drop your guard. When attacked from the front, you 
react regardless of rolls, and your reaction also blocks -4 damage on yourself. When attacked from behind, you cannot 
react. 
 
Use a diagonal line from each corner of your character to determine which angle you are being attacked from. Enemies 
on the line attack from the least favorable angle to them. 
- 
Cover 
knight movement 
Dash 4 tiles towards an ally. If you reach a tile adjacent to the target, you may trade places with them. 
 
While dashing, you displace enemies, pushing them 1 tile to the side. 
 
You cannot displace characters into hazards with this skill normally, but you may spend your action to do so. 
- 
Inner Strength 
knight ultimate 
Draw upon your will to survive. Heal yourself for 12, cleanse yourself, and become immune to further negative effects until 
your next turn. 
 
Cannot be blocked or removed. 
 
[4.3] Monk 
- 
Tiger Fist 
monk active 
Deliver a ferocious unarmed strike, attacking an adjacent enemy for 6 damage and granting yourself power. 
 
If you used a different attack on your last turn, deal 8 damage instead. 
- 
Rising Phoenix 
monk active 
Launch into an uppercut with such force that it draws in those near you. Displace characters in a 1x1 ring around you, 
pulling them 1 tile towards you, then attack adjacent characters for 4 damage. 
 
If you used a different attack on your last turn, this skill is unblockable. 
- 
Dragon Kick 
monk active 
Propel yourself through the air with a mighty kick. Dash 4 tiles in a line, passing through characters and attacking them for 
4 damage. 
 
If you used a different attack on your last turn, you may also displace one attacked target 3 tiles in any direction. 
- 
Soaring Eagle 
monk active 
Steady your mind and body, granting yourself haste and healing yourself for 4. 
 
Your next attack also heals you for 4. This effect does not trigger if you are full Health. 
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- 
Tortoise Palm 
monk reaction 
Absorb the force of an incoming attack. Block half of the damage you take, up to -10 damage. 
 
Takes effect before other damage blocking and reduction effects. 
- 
Swift Falcon Style 
monk support 
Gain a counter after you attack a different enemy than you attacked on your last turn, once per turn. 
 
Each counter increases your Speed and damage by +1, up to +3. 
 
Lose a counter when you attack the same enemy two turns in a row, or lose Spirit. 
- 
Monkey’s Agility 
monk movement 
You may move through enemies’ tiles. Moving through allies’ tiles does not cost Speed. 
 
You may climb or move on any solid surface as if it was normal terrain, and you may jump horizontally as if moving 
normally. 
- 
Leviathan Crash 
monk ultimate 
Grasp an adjacent enemy and leap, removing yourself and the target from play. While removed, the target can only act by 
attacking you as if you were adjacent to them. 
 
At the end of the round, you slam the target into the ground, returning on any adjacent tiles and attacking the target for 10 
damage. 
 
This skill’s non-damaging effects are unblockable. Lethal to enemies. 
 
[4.4] Shifter 
- 
Beast Shift 
shifter active 
Massive - When you shift, you may grow to 2x2 or 3x3. Deal +1 more and take -1 less damage for each size you are 
above normal. Reduce displacement on you to 1 tile. 
 
Heave - Attack all adjacent tiles on one side of you for 6 damage and displace targets 3 tiles in any direction or directly 
behind you, throwing them over objects (beat 2). 
 
Armored - React by blocking -5 damage. 
- 
Predator Shift 
shifter active 
Stalk - If you are out of sight of all enemies at the end of the round, your Speed, rolls, and damage increase by +4 until the 
end of your next turn. 
 
Pounce - Attack an adjacent enemy for 6 damage and prevent you and the target from leaving their tiles until your next 
turn (beat 2). 
 
Dodge - React by blocking -3 damage and displacement, then dash up to 2 tiles. 
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- 
Avian Shift 
shifter active 
Winged - Fly while moving or dashing. 
 
Swoop - Instead of moving this turn, dash up to your Speed directly above an enemy and attack it for 6 damage, then 
choose one: Dash to a tile adjacent to the target; Dash back to your previous location. 
 
Take Flight - React by dashing up to 5 tiles. 
- 
Deadly Shift 
shifter active 
Toxic - When you shift, choose a bane. You may inflict that bane any number of times on enemies, increasing its effect by 
1 each time past the first. 
 
Cripple - Attack an adjacent enemy for 6 damage and inflict the chosen bane (beat 2). 
 
Sting - React by attacking an adjacent attacker, dealing 4 damage and inflicting the chosen bane. 
- 
Defiance 
shifter reaction 
Block non-damaging negative effects and cleanse yourself. 
 
You are immune to non-damaging negative effects until your next turn. 
 
Cannot be removed. 
- 
Lockdown 
shifter support 
Instead of moving on your turn, you may place adjacent tiles in lockdown. 
 
Enemies that move or dash into the area immediately stop, and cannot move or dash that turn. 
 
Ends when you leave your tile, or on defeat. 
- 
Titan’s Steps 
shifter movement 
Instead of moving, you may spend 2 Speed to displace adjacent characters 1 tile away from you. You may use this skill 
while moving, and may use it multiple times during your movement. 
 
You cannot displace characters into hazards with this skill normally, but you may spend your action to do so. 
- 
Dragon Shift 
shifter ultimate 
Temporary - Ends after you take 3 turns. 
Immutable - Grow to 4x4, take -3 less damage, and you cannot be moved from your tile unless you wish it. 
Bite - Attack one enemy in a 2x2 ring around you, inflicting stagger and dealing 8 damage. 
Breath - Attack a 4x4 square, dealing 6 damage to the closest target and 3 damage to others. Demolishes structures. 
Fly - Remove yourself from play, then return at the end of the round on any tiles, displacing characters out of the area. 
Dragonskin - React by blocking -3 damage and other effects. 
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[4.5] Abyssal 
- 
Sanguine Sword 
abyssal active 
Attack a line 3 tiles long and 1 tile wide, dealing 5 damage to the closest character and 3 damage to others. 
 
Heal yourself for 1 for each target attacked. 
 
You may sacrifice 3 health to also steal a positive effect from one target attacked. 
- 
Death Blade 
abyssal active 
Attack an adjacent enemy, inflicting stagger (beat 3) and dealing 6 damage. 
 
You may sacrifice 5 Health to increase the damage to 10 and make this skill lethal. 
 
The sacrifice decreases by -1 for each character killed this battle. 
- 
Devastation 
abyssal active 
Attack characters in a 3x3 square, dealing 4 damage to the closest target and 2 damage to others. 
 
You may sacrifice 3 Health to increase the area to a 5x5 square, and also attack defeated characters in the area, causing 
them to lose half of their current Spirit (minimum 1). 
- 
Reaper's Vow 
abyssal active 
Choose an enemy within 3 tiles. At the end of the round, teleport adjacent to the target and attack it, inflicting dispel (beat 
3) and dealing 6 damage. 
 
You may sacrifice 3 Health. If you do, the attack avoids reactions and this skill cannot be removed. 
- 
Dark Tide 
abyssal reaction 
Attack characters in a 2x2 ring around you, dealing 4 damage to the closest target and 2 damage to others. 
 
If you defeat a character, heal yourself for 4, once per turn. 
- 
Maw of the Void 
abyssal support 
At the end of the round, you may open or close the void, affecting you and a 1x1 ring around you. On characters in the 
area, you block healing, revival, cleansing, and gaining cards with positive effects. 
 
You devour effects you block, healing yourself for 2, once per skill or effect. This effect is unblockable. 
 
The void is attached to you and penetrates objects. Ends on defeat. Limit 1 per team. 
- 
Murderous Leap 
abyssal movement 
Dash adjacent to an enemy within 8 tiles that is below half of its maximum Health or defeated, leaping over objects. 
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- 
Unleash Darkness 
abyssal ultimate 
Obliterate all near you with an opaque sphere of darkness. Sacrifice all your Health, then heal yourself for 3 for each 
defeated character and each character killed this battle. This effect is unblockable. 
 
Attack characters in a 2x2 ring around you for 6 damage. Damage increases by +1 for each defeated character and each 
character killed this battle. Lethal to enemies. Demolishes structures. 
 
[4.6] Ranger 
- 
Hawkeye 
ranger active 
Carefully take aim and attack in melee for 6 damage. The attack may pass through one enemy, vision blocker, or skill 
blocker. 
 
You may delay this skill until the end of the round to deal 8 damage instead and increase maximum range by +2. 
 
If you delay this skill and do not have a bow readied, you may dash up to 2 tiles before attacking, and its range does not 
increase. 
- 
Serpent's Tooth 
archer active 
Coat your weapon with deadly venom and attack in melee, inflicting burn (beat 3) and dealing 6 damage. 
 
You may delay this skill until the end of the round to also double the effect of burn on the target (beat 3), placing this card 
on the target until it is no longer burning. 
 
If you delay this skill and do not have a bow readied, you may dash up to 2 tiles before attacking. 
- 
Pin Down 
archer active 
Target your enemy’s means of movement and attack in melee, inflicting slow (beat 3) and dealing 6 damage. 
 
You may delay this skill until the end of the round to make the slow succeed regardless of rolls, and also prevent the 
target from dashing or teleporting until your next turn. 
 
If you delay this skill and do not have a bow readied, you may dash up to 2 tiles before attacking. 
- 
Healing Balm 
archer active 
Use an alchemical concoction, choosing yourself or an adjacent ally. At the end of the round, cleanse the target, heal it for 
4, and grant it vigor. 
 
You may place this card on the target. If you do, double the effect of vigor on the target until it is no longer invigorated. 
- 
Lightning Reflexes 
archer reaction 
Quickly dodge an attack, blocking -3 damage and displacement, then you may dash out of the area of the attack you 
reacted to. Choose any tile adjacent to the outside edge of the attack’s area. 
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- 
Chosen Prey 
archer support 
Instead of moving on your turn, you may mark an enemy in sight as your prey, placing a counter on it. You may only mark 
one enemy at once. 
 
The maximum range of your ranged attacks targeting your prey increases by +2. 
 
If your prey has less than 6 Health, your attacks against it are unblockable. Each counter past the first increases the 
Health threshold by 6. 
 
Ends when you wish. 
- 
Grapple 
archer movement 
Instead of moving, you may spend 2 Speed to use your grapple. You may use this skill while moving normally, and may 
use it multiple times during your movement. 
 
Choose one: Dash 1 tile, ignoring height; An ally within 1 tile dashes to another tile within 1 tile of you, ignoring height. 
- 
Kill Shot 
archer ultimate 
Instantly pierce an enemy’s vitals, attacking in melee for 10 damage. Avoids reactions and cannot be blocked or 
redirected. Lethal to enemies. 
 
If you have a bow readied, the attack may target any enemy in play, regardless of range, vision, or blocking effects. 
Otherwise, you may dash up to 6 tiles before attacking. 
 
[4.7] Rogue 
- 
Flanking Strike 
rogue active 
Slip through the lines of battle, dashing up to 2 tiles in a line in any direction, including diagonally, then attack in melee for 
6 damage. 
 
If you and an ally are adjacent to and on opposite sides of your target, deal 8 damage instead and increase rolls by +2. 
- 
Swap 
rogue active 
With a quick throw, displace an adjacent character, trading places with them (beat 2), then you may attack in melee for 6 
damage. 
 
Avoids reactions if you displaced an enemy adjacent to an object other than yourself. 
 
Always succeeds on allies. 
- 
Smoke Bomb 
rogue active 
Throw an alchemical explosive, creating a 3x3 square cloud of smoke starting on a tile in sight within 4 tiles. The cloud 
blocks vision and lasts until your next turn. Limit 1 per team. 
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- 
Thunderfoot Grease 
rogue active 
Use a slippery alchemical substance to grant haste to yourself or an adjacent ally. 
 
The target may immediately dash up to 3 tiles in any direction, including diagonally. 
- 
Coiling Serpent 
rogue reaction 
Quickly dodge and throw a venomous dart. Dash up to 2 tiles in any direction, including diagonally. 
 
After this, if your attacker is in sight within 4 tiles, attack it for 2 damage and inflict burn. 
- 
Eyes of Fate 
rogue support 
When you attack on your turn, roll an additional die. 
 
If you roll an 8, 9 or 10, you deliver a critical strike, increasing that attack’s damage by +3 and causing it to avoid 
reactions. 
 
This additional roll cannot be modified. 
- 
Flash Step 
rogue movement 
Distort distance as you run. 
 
Choose one: Dash up to 4 tiles diagonally in a line; Once during your normal movement, you may move diagonally. 
- 
Quickening 
rogue ultimate 
Twist probability in your favor, increasing the damage of one of your attacks by +6 against one target. This skill does not 
cost an action and may be used whenever you attack, once per turn. 
 
If you roll a 8, 9, or 10 without roll modifiers on an attack roll, you may use this skill again this battle. 
 
[4.8] Duelist 
- 
Piercing Thrust 
duelist active 
Strike an enemy’s weak point, attacking in melee for 6 damage. Unblockable. 
 
If this is your third or more round in a row attacking the target, deal 10 damage instead. 
- 
Dizzying Flurry 
duelist active 
Launch into a series of blows aimed at your opponent’s head, attacking in melee for 6 damage and inflicting blind (beat 3). 
 
If this is your third round or more in a row attacking the target, avoid reactions and the target cannot react this round. 
- 
Poised Strike 
duelist active 
Sensing the right moment, attack in melee for 6 damage and move yourself to any place in the timeline. 
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If this is your third or more round in a row attacking the target, move it to any place in the timeline, delay its turn until the 
end of the round, and you may react an additional time until your next turn. 
- 
Counter Stance 
duelist active 
Concentrate on the flow of battle, ready to respond to the enemy. You may react any number of times, once per attack. 
 
You maintain your stance until your next turn. Ends on defeat. 
- 
Lunge 
duelist reaction 
With a quick lunge, dash up to 2 tiles towards the attacker and attack in melee for 4 damage if in range. 
 
You may react to attacks on allies with this skill. 
- 
Duelist’s Finesse 
duelist support 
When you react, you may choose any target in range instead of the attacker. 
 
If you react with an attack, it occurs before any negative effects are applied by the triggering attack. 
 
You react to attacks that would defeat you, regardless of rolls. 
- 
Rush 
duelist movement 
During your movement, you may start rushing, increasing your Speed by +1 but forcing you to move in a line. 
 
While rushing, you may end your movement in another character’s tile. If you do, dash in a line to the opposite side of that 
character. 
- 
Flowing Blades 
duelist ultimate 
Cut through your enemies like a flowing river. Attack an adjacent enemy for 8 damage, dashing up to 2 tiles before or after 
the attack. 
 
If you defeat a character with this skill, repeat it. Damage modifiers only apply to one attack. 
 
[4.9] Assassin 
- 
Execute 
assassin active 
Attack in melee for 6 damage. If you defeat an enemy, it loses an additional 1 Spirit. 
 
If you attack an enemy that is not within 3 tiles of a conscious ally or allied construct, deal 8 damage instead, and this skill 
becomes lethal. 
- 
Shattering Assault 
assassin active 
Attack in melee, inflicting stagger (beat 3) and dealing 6 damage. 
 
If you attack an enemy that is not within 3 tiles of a conscious ally or allied construct, also dispel the target (beat 3), and 
your rolls increase by +2. 
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- 
Scorpion Wire 
assassin active 
Attack an enemy in sight within 4 tiles, dealing 4 damage and displacing it adjacent to you (beat 2). 
 
If you attack an enemy that is not within 3 tiles of a conscious ally or allied construct, deal 6 damage instead, and the 
displacement succeeds regardless of rolls. 
- 
Hornet Sting 
assassin active 
Attack an enemy in sight within 4 tiles, dealing 4 damage and inflicting a bane of your choice (beat 2). 
 
If you attack an enemy that is not within 3 tiles of a conscious ally or allied construct, this skill is unblockable. 
- 
Riposting Shadows 
assassin reaction 
Teleport up to 3 tiles towards your attacker, then attack it in melee for 4 damage if in range. 
 
If you attack an enemy that is not within 3 tiles of a conscious ally or allied construct, teleport any distance. 
- 
Dark Mirror 
assassin support 
You control your shadow as well as your character. It starts battles in your tile. Your shadow is immune to all effects, does 
not block movement or vision, and may move through and stop inside objects. 
 
Once on your turn, choose one: Move your shadow up to your Speed; Teleport you and your shadow, swapping places 
with it; Teleport into your shadow’s tile. 
 
You cannot teleport to your shadow if it is inside an object. 
- 
Shadow Walk 
assassin movement 
Choose a character within 4 tiles, then teleport adjacent to that character. 
- 
Phantom Rush 
assassin ultimate 
Remove yourself from play and choose an enemy in sight, splitting into 4 phantoms 4 tiles away from the target. At the 
end of each round, phantoms dash 6 tiles towards the closest enemy, attacking it for 4 damage. Damage modifiers only 
apply to one attack each turn. Lethal to enemies. Phantoms ignore hazards and are destroyed when attacked. You may 
return when you wish, replacing a phantom, or when the last phantom is destroyed, returning on its tile. 
 
[4.10] Templar 
- 
Essence Strike 
templar active 
Assault your enemy’s body and spirit, attacking in melee for 6 damage and inflicting weakness (beat 3). 
 
You may attack a construct with this skill, and if you do, attack its creator as well, regardless of distance. 
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- 
Purging Grasp 
templar active 
Tear the aether around your foe, attacking an adjacent enemy or construct. Cleanse and dispel the target (beat 3), then 
deal 6 damage. 
 
Damage increases by +3 for each effect removed (maximum +6). 
 
If you destroyed a construct, heal yourself for 6. 
- 
Silent Ocean 
templar active 
Calm the aether, affecting yourself and attacking a 2x2 ring around you. Cleanse and dispel characters in the area. 
Penetrates objects. 
 
Effects removed from targets are also removed from all other characters in play. If you destroyed a construct, all 
constructs of that type in play are destroyed. 
- 
Mirror Stance 
templar active 
Create a defensive ward in the aether, readying yourself to return an enemy attack. 
 
When you are attacked, you may attack your attacker with the same action, regardless of distance. If you do, you cannot 
react to that attack. 
 
Returned attacks cannot damage or heal for more than 10. 
 
Ends on defeat. 
- 
Cancel 
templar reaction 
Invert an attack in the aether, blocking -2 damage on yourself, and blocking non-damaging negative effects on yourself 
and other targets of the attack. 
- 
Sphere of Order 
templar support 
At the end of the round, you may summon or dismiss an anti-magic sphere. The sphere is on the outside edge of a 1x1 
ring around you. It is attached to you and penetrates objects. 
 
The sphere blocks skills and their effects, including effects that would cause a character to enter it. 
 
Ends on defeat. Limit 1 per team. 
- 
Phasing 
templar movement 
You may pass through non-character objects while moving, and may move up or down inside them as if moving normally. 
You may stop your movement inside a non-character object. If you do, you skip your next action. 
 
If you both started and ended your movement inside an object, you suffocate, losing half of your current Health (minimum 
5). If you are defeated while inside an object, place yourself on the closest empty tile. 
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- 
Mantle of Perfection 
templar ultimate 
Surround yourself with an anti-magic cloak at the end of the round, removing all effects on you. Does not cost an action to 
use. Lasts until the end of the next round. 
 
The cloak makes you immune to the actions of other characters. 
 
If you are targeted by an action, block all of its effects, including those on other characters, and deal 4 damage to its user. 
 
[4.11] Radiant 
- 
Deliverance 
radiant active 
Launch an orb of healing light at yourself or an ally in sight within 6 tiles. Cleanse the target and heal it for 4. 
 
If you target the character on your team with the lowest Health or if the target is at full Health, also grant it vigor. 
- 
Waters of Life 
radiant active 
Create a 2x2 square pool of light starting on a your tile or an adjacent tile, healing characters in the area for 3. 
 
If you target the character on your team with the lowest Health, heal it for 5 instead. 
- 
Aura Flash 
radiant active 
Surround yourself or an ally in sight within 5 tiles with a flash of light. Choose one: Grant the target stability or clarity; 
Attack enemies adjacent to the target, inflicting blind (beat 2). 
 
If you target the character on your team with the lowest Health, heal it for 5. 
- 
Revival Burst 
radiant active 
Infuse yourself or an ally in sight within 6 tiles with a burst of light, attacking enemies adjacent to the target and displacing 
them 3 tiles away from it (beat 2). 
 
After the attack, revive the target for 5 Health if it was defeated. 
- 
Shimmering Veil 
radiant reaction 
Block non-damaging negative effects and grant vigor to yourself or an ally in sight within 6 tiles. 
 
You may react to attacks on allies with this skill. 
- 
Spirit Bond 
radiant support 
At the end of the round, you may bond yourself with an ally in sight. 
 
If you are in sight of that ally when it is damaged, you may redirect up to 3 of that damage to yourself. 
 
Ends on defeat, or when you wish it. Limit 1 per team. 
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- 
Reposition 
radiant movement 
You may split up your normal movement as you wish on your turn. 
 
If you did not spend all of your Speed on your turn, you may move again at the end of the round, up to your remaining 
Speed. You cannot do so if you were unable to move on your turn. 
- 
Beacon of Dawn 
radiant ultimate 
Fill the battlefield with glorious radiance, cleansing and healing or reviving yourself and all allies for 5 Health. 
 
You may use this skill at the end of the round. If you do, you skip your next action. 
 
Unblockable. 
 
--- 
[4.12] Herald 
- 
“On Point!” 
herald active 
Encourage yourself or an ally within 3 tiles with a shout. Heal or revive the target for 5, then it may immediately dash up to 
half its Speed. 
- 
“Watch Yourself!” 
herald active 
Defend yourself or an ally within 3 tiles with a shout. Move the target to any place in the timeline, and it may react an 
additional time each round. Lasts until your next turn. 
- 
“Fear Me!” 
herald active 
Force an enemy within 3 tiles back with a shout. Displace the target 4 tiles away from you (beat 2), and move it to any 
place in the timeline. 
 
The displacement forces the target to move normally, including Speed modifiers, moving through its allies, around objects, 
and into hazards. 
- 
“The Time Is Now!” 
herald active 
Empower yourself or an ally within 3 tiles with a shout. Grant the target a boon of your choice. 
 
Until your next turn, the effects of boons on the target are doubled and it ignores the effects of banes. 
- 
“Fall Back!” 
herald reaction 
Defend your allies with a shout. Block -2 damage on yourself and allies in a 2x2 ring around you, then attacked targets 
may dash up to 2 tiles away from their attacker. 
 
You may react to attacks on allies in the area of this skill. 
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- 
“Priority Target!” 
herald support 
At the end of the round, you may designate an enemy as your team’s priority with a shout, placing a counter on it. Place 
another counter at the end of each round, up to 5. 
 
Each counter increases your team’s rolls against the target by +1. At 5 counters, damage also increases by +3. 
 
Remove all counters when the target is defeated or you change targets. 
- 
“Form Up!” 
herald movement 
Command your allies with a shout. Each ally may dash up to 2 tiles towards you. 
 
After this, you may choose one for each adjacent ally: Dash up to 2 tiles, Two adjacent allies trade places, dashing into 
each other’s tiles. 
- 
“Not Today!” 
herald ultimate 
Utter a powerful shout that alters reality, removing an enemy’s action from existence. Block all effects of an enemy skill 
and disable it until the end of the round. 
 
This skill may be used at any time and does not cost an action, but you skip your next action after you use it. Unblockable, 
and may target any skill or character in the encounter. 
 
[4.13] Performer 
- 
Song of Peace 
performer active 
Begin a soothing song that calms the mind, affecting you and a 4x4 ring around you. Cleanse characters in the area. 
 
You finish your song at the end of the round, healing characters in the area for 2. Allies that were in the area of both parts 
of the song are healed for 3 instead. 
 
The area is attached to you and penetrates objects. Ends on defeat. 
- 
War Dance 
performer active 
Begin a violent dance that excites the heart, affecting you and a 4x4 ring around you. Grant power to characters in the 
area. 
 
You finish your dance at the end of the round, attacking characters in the area and inflicting stagger (beat 5). Enemies 
who were in the area of both parts of the dance take 2 damage. 
 
The area is attached to you and penetrates objects. Ends on defeat. 
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- 
Dance of Mirrors 
performer active 
Begin a mystifying dance that confuses the senses, affecting a ring around you until your next turn. When you start your 
dance, choose a 1x1, 2x2, 3x3, or 4x4 ring. 
 
Characters in the area are trapped inside. Targets cannot use actions or movement that would cause themselves or 
others to leave the area. 
 
The area is attached to you and penetrates objects. Ends on defeat. 
- 
Echo 
performer active 
Transform Echo into a copy of an active skill used since your last turn. Doing so does not cost an action. 
 
If Echo is transformed, you may spend an action to return it to its normal state, removing it from a character or the 
battlefield if necessary. 
- 
Dissonance 
performer reaction 
Dispel and inflict weakness on your attacker. Cannot be blocked or redirected. 
- 
Crescendo 
performer support 
After you use all four of your different active skills, your next action is a crescendo, increasing its damage and healing by 
+5, maximum range by +4 tiles, area by +2 tiles, and duration by +1 round. 
 
These bonuses only apply for one round, except the duration bonus. After a crescendo, you begin building up to another. 
- 
Dance Step 
performer movement 
Dash up to 2 tiles in a line and displace characters in a 2x2 ring around your starting position, forcing them to copy that 
movement. 
 
You may displace enemies, allies, or both. 
 
You cannot displace characters into hazards with this skill normally, but you may spend your action to do so. 
- 
Heroic Hymn 
performer ultimate 
Begin a rousing song that empowers you and all allies until the end of the next round. 
 
During the song, your team’s damage, healing, and rolls increase by +2, and they cannot lose Spirit. 
 
Cannot be removed. Unblockable. Limit 1 per team. 
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[4.14] Paladin 
- 
Sword of Justice 
paladin active 
Crash down a blade of light on a line 3 tiles long and 1 tile wide, attacking the closest enemy for 4 damage and dealing 2 
damage to other enemies. Heal allies in the area for 2. 
 
Deal +2 more damage against enemies that attacked since the start of their last turn, and an additional +4 more damage 
against enemies that defeated a living character since the start of their last turn. 
- 
Ivory Wave 
paladin active 
Emit a wave of light that washes over a 3x3 square, attacking the closest enemy for 4 damage and dealing 2 damage to 
other enemies. Heal allies in the area for 1. 
 
Displace enemies that attacked yourself or an ally since the start of their last turn (beat 2), pushing them 3 tiles away from 
you. 
- 
Reversal of Fortune 
paladin active 
Place a symbol of courage on yourself or an adjacent ally. 
 
If the target was attacked since its last turn, heal it for 7. 
 
Cleanse the target. If you removed a bane, also grant the opposing boon. 
- 
Intervention 
paladin active 
Place a protective ward on an adjacent ally, healing or reviving the target for 6. 
 
Until your next turn, redirect all negative effects from the target to you. 
 
If you redirect a negative effect that would target both you and the warded ally, it only affects you once. Cannot be 
removed except by your defeat. 
- 
Paladin’s Wings 
paladin reaction 
Summon wings of light, blocking -3 damage on yourself or an ally within 3 tiles. 
 
You may react to attacks on allies with this skill. 
 
If you reacted to an attack on an ally and it would still be defeated after blocking damage, instead redirect the remaining 
damage to yourself, leaving that ally with 1 Health. 
- 
Defender's Vow 
paladin support 
At the end of the round, you may raise or lower your defense, affecting adjacent tiles. The area is attached to you. 
 
Redirect all negative effects inflicted on allies in the area to you. 
 
If you redirect a negative effect that would target multiple characters in the area, it only affects you once. 
 
Ends on defeat. 
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- 
Protector's Leap 
paladin movement 
Dash adjacent to an ally within 8 tiles that is below half of its maximum Health or defeated, leaping over objects. 
- 
Guardian Angel 
paladin ultimate 
Guard your team with countless wings of light, blocking -3 damage until the end of the next round. 
 
The first time a character sheltered by your wings would be defeated, it is instead left with 1 Health. 
 
Cannot be removed. Unblockable. Limit 1 per team. 
 
[4.15] Necromancer 
- 
Grave Chill 
necromancer active 
Chill the spirit of an enemy in sight within 6 tiles, attacking it for 4 damage and blocking healing on the target until your 
next turn (beat 2). 
 
If the target is defeated while chilled, it is killed. 
 
If a character was killed since your last turn, deals 6 damage instead and succeeds regardless of rolls. 
- 
Curse Blast 
necromancer active 
Curse the blood of an enemy or minion in sight within 6 tiles. At the end of the round, attack the target, inflicting burn (beat 
3) and dealing 5 damage. You may also curse the target with this skill if the burn succeeds. 
 
If the target is defeated or destroyed while cursed, it explodes, attacking a 2x2 ring around it with the initial attack. Targets 
past the first take 3 damage instead. You are immune to the explosion. 
- 
Plague Cloud 
necromancer active 
Curse the air on a tile in sight within 5 tiles, creating a 3x3 square cloud of disease starting on that tile that lasts until your 
next turn. Limit 1 per team. 
 
If there are characters inside the cloud when you create it, attack them, inflicting burn or weakness (beat 4). Repeat this 
attack if there are characters inside the cloud at the end of the round. 
 
The effects of banes are doubled for characters in the cloud. No effect on you or your constructs. 
- 
Nightmare Pact 
necromancer active 
A dark brand links yourself and an enemy in sight within 6 tiles until your next turn. Inflict a bane of your choice on yourself 
and the target. 
 
Block -3 damage if the target attacks you. Each time the target is damaged, heal yourself for 2. 
 
If the target is defeated while branded, cleanse yourself, and you may immediately transfer this card to another enemy in 
sight of the first within 3 tiles. 
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- 
Soul Bind 
necromancer reaction 
You share your suffering with your enemy, attacking your attacker in sight within 6 tiles. 
 
If you were damaged, deal 3 damage. If you were inflicted with a non-damaging negative effect, choose one and inflict it 
on your attacker. 
- 
Undying Servant 
necromancer support 
You control an undead minion as well as your character. It starts battles adjacent to you and takes its turn immediately 
before you. It has 4 Speed, attacks in melee for 1 damage, and is destroyed when damaged or on your defeat. If it is 
destroyed on your turn, you may resummon it in an adjacent tile. 
 
Gain a counter each time a character is killed or your minion is destroyed, up to 5. Each counter increases your minion’s 
damage by +1. Each 2 counters increase your minion’s Speed by +1. 
- 
Aether Tunnel 
necromancer movement 
Open a portal between yourself and a nearby construct. Choose a construct within 5 tiles, then teleport yourself or an 
adjacent ally adjacent to that construct. 
- 
Spirit Effigy 
necromancer ultimate 
Kill an adjacent defeated enemy and summon an effigy in its tile under your control. 
 
The effigy has 6 Speed, is the size of the target, and attacks in melee for 6 damage. It is immune to all effects, but is 
destroyed after it has taken 3 turns. It takes its turn immediately before you. 
 
The effigy’s damage increases by +1 for each of the target’s maximum Spirit. 
 
[4.16] Pyromancer 
- 
Fireball 
pyromancer active 
Launch an explosive ball of flames at a tile in sight within 5 tiles, attacking a 2x2 square starting on that tile. Deals 4 
damage to the closest target and 3 damage to others. 
 
Instead of moving this turn, you may increase the area to a 3x3 square. 
- 
Thunderbolt 
pyromancer active 
Throw a searing bolt of lightning at an enemy in sight within 6 tiles, dealing 5 damage. 
 
Instead of moving this turn, you may increase the damage to 7. 
- 
Lightning Storm 
pyromancer active 
Charge the air with deadly electricity, attacking enemies in a 2x2 ring around you. The area goes around objects. 
 
Deals 4 damage, but deals -1 less damage for each enemy attacked past the first (minimum 1). 
 
Instead of moving this turn, you may increase the area to a 3x3 ring. 
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- 
Cleansing Flames 
pyromancer active 
Fill yourself with fire that burns away your impurities. Cleanse yourself, then grant yourself power or clarity. 
 
Instead of moving this turn, you may heal yourself for 6. 
- 
Shock 
pyromancer reaction 
Counterattack with a blaze of electricity, attacking your attacker in sight within 6 tiles for 4 damage. 
 
If you did not move on your last turn, also attack a second enemy in sight of the first within 3 tiles, dealing 2 damage. 
- 
Ignition 
pyromancer support 
Set the aether afire, engulfing your skills in flames. When you attack, you may decrease damage by -3 to also inflict burn 
with that attack. 
- 
Backblast 
pyromancer movement 
Set off a controlled explosion that launches you back. If you are not adjacent to a character, dash 6 tiles in a line. If you 
are adjacent to a character, dash 3 tiles away from the target in a line and displace it 3 tiles away from you. 
 
This skill launches characters over objects. 
 
You cannot displace characters into hazards with this skill normally, but you may spend your action to do so. 
- 
Skyfall 
pyromancer ultimate 
Open the sky, dropping a flaming meteor on a tile in sight within 6 tiles. Attack that tile and a 4x4 ring around it, dealing 3 
damage. 
 
Deal 7 damage instead to targets in the central tile and in a 1x1 ring around it, and also demolish structures in this area. 
 
[4.17] Cryomancer 
- 
Fetters of Rime 
cryomancer active 
Freeze the air into a heavy mass of ice, attacking an enemy in sight within 6 tiles for 4 damage and inflicting slow (beat 2). 
 
If the target is within 2 tiles, also delay its turn until the end of the round. 
- 
Gale Fist 
cryomancer active 
Create a blast of wind that hammers your foe, attacking an enemy in sight within 6 tiles for 3 damage and displacing it 3 
tiles in any direction (beat 2). 
 
If you displaced the target at least 1 tile, also attack characters adjacent to it after the attack, dealing 1 damage. 
 
If the target is within 2 tiles, damage of the initial attack increases to 5, and damage of the secondary attack increases to 
4. 
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- 
Spinal Shivers 
cryomancer active 
Chill an enemy in sight within 6 tiles to its marrow, dealing 4 damage and making the target brittle until your next turn 
(beat 2), causing it to take +2 more damage from attacks. 
 
If the target is within 2 tiles when you start your turn, the brittle effect remains. 
- 
Arctic Gusts 
cryomancer active 
Send out a swirling mass of wind and ice across the battlefield, attacking a line 3 tiles wide and 6 tiles long. 
 
Inflict blind on targets in the area (beat 2), and choose one: Displace targets 3 tiles away from the center of the line; 
Displace targets 2 tiles towards the center of the line. 
- 
Icy Phalanx 
cryomancer reaction 
React with a flurry of icy spears, attacking your attacker in sight within 6 tiles for 4 damage. 
 
If the target is within 2 tiles, you may also freeze it, preventing it from leaving its tile until your next turn. 
- 
Blizzard Shell 
cryomancer support 
At the end of the round, you may freeze a 4x4 square that includes your tile, creating flat ground that costs 2 Speed to 
move into. The outside edge of the area blocks vision and area effects. You react regardless of rolls while in the area. 
 
Ends on defeat, or if you are not in the area at the end of the round. You may not freeze a new area until this skill ends, 
and may not do so at the same time this skill ends. Limit 1 per team. 
- 
Sweeping Winds 
cryomancer movement 
When you move, you may glide in the air. You may move on slopes and horizontally or down in the air as if moving 
normally. 
 
As you move, you may displace one character you start or pass adjacent to, carrying it along with you. Allies may be 
carried up to 3 tiles, and enemies 1 tile. 
 
You cannot displace enemies into hazards with this skill normally, but you may spend your action to do so. 
- 
Glacial Rose 
cryomancer ultimate 
Unleash a spiral of freezing cold, attacking characters in a 4x4 ring around you for 5 damage and freezing them until your 
next turn. Frozen characters cannot leave their tiles for any reason. 
 
Cannot be blocked, redirected, or removed. 
 
Freezes hazards and liquids in the area, turning them into ground. 
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[4.18] Geomancer 
- 
Desiccate 
geomancer active 
Drain an enemy of its fluids, attacking an enemy in sight within 6 tiles for 3 damage. Avoids reactions, and until your next 
turn, the target cannot react the next time it would be able to. 
 
Deals 5 damage instead to enemies with full Health. 
- 
Lodestone Shackles 
geomancer active 
Weigh down your foe’s arms, attacking an enemy in sight within 6 tiles for 4 damage and inflicting weakness (beat 2). 
 
If the target already had a bane before the attack, double the effects of banes on the target until your next turn. 
- 
Engulfing Morass 
geomancer active 
Soften the ground on a tile in sight within 5 tiles, creating a 3x3 square pit of mud starting on that tile that lasts until your 
next turn. Limit 1 per team. 
 
The area costs 2 Speed to move into, and characters in the area cannot dash or teleport. 
 
At the end of the round, attack characters in the area, inflicting slow (beat 3) and dealing 2 damage. 
- 
Sculpt 
geomancer active 
Change the form of an inanimate object, affecting an adjacent tile. 
 
Choose one: Raise or lower ground by one level; Create a tile of ground; Remove an object or hazard, turning it into 
ground. 
- 
Aftershock 
geomancer reaction 
React with a powerful tremor, attacking characters in a 1x1 ring around you for 3 damage and displacing them 3 tiles 
away from you. 
- 
Leylines 
geomancer support 
Instead of moving on your turn, you may focus the aether, creating leylines that extend out from you in each direction, 
running across the ground. Damage and healing increase by +1 for you and allies on a leyline. 
 
The effect increases by +1 on tiles where two or more leylines overlap. 
 
Ends when you leave your tile, or on defeat. 
- 
Cleared Path 
geomancer movement 
Before you move, you may choose to clear a path while moving, lasting until your next turn. The path temporarily removes 
hazards and vision blockers, and creates a surface on top of liquids. 
 
When allies move on the path, every other tile costs no Speed to move through. 
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- 
Eruption 
geomancer ultimate 
Tear apart the earth, creating an eruption on a tile in sight within 5 tiles. At the end of the round, attack characters in the 
area, dealing 1 damage. Each round past the first, the area grows in a ring, increasing in size and damage by +2 
(maximum 9 damage). 
 
When the attack deals 9 damage, it also demolishes structures in the area. Limit 1 on the battlefield. You may end the 
eruption on your turn. Cannot be removed. 
 
[4.19] Astrologer 
- 
Aether Weave 
astrologer active 
Shape the aether around yourself or a character in sight within 6 tiles. Choose one: End a temporary effect; Trigger a 
delayed effect; Add or remove 1 from a cooldown or counter; One temporary effect on the target remains for an additional 
round.  
 
Attack the target for 5 damage if it is an enemy. 
 
Targets can only be affected by the initial effect once per round. No effect on ultimates. 
- 
Gravity Anchor 
astrologer active 
Weigh down yourself or a character in sight within 6 tiles, attacking the target for 4 damage if it is an enemy. 
 
Attach an anchor to the target until your next turn, affecting it and adjacent tiles (beat 2). Tiles in the area cost double the 
normal amount of Speed to move into. This affects the target as well. 
 
While anchored, the target cannot be removed from its tile and its tile is impassable. 
 
Always succeeds on allies. 
- 
Stasis Cage 
astrologer active 
Freeze space into a prison around yourself or a character in sight within 6 tiles, lasting until the end of the round. 
 
If the target is an enemy, attack it for 5 damage before imprisoning it. 
 
The target is immune to all effects while imprisoned, and its turn is delayed until the effect fades. 
- 
Negate Distance 
astrologer active 
Force yourself or a character in sight within 6 tiles through the aether, teleporting them 3 tiles in any direction (beat 3). 
 
If the target is an enemy, attack it for 3 damage, and the teleport is considered displacement. 
 
Always succeeds on allies. 
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- 
Plane Shift 
astrologer reaction 
React by retreating to a pocket dimension, removing yourself from play until the end of the round. 
 
If you take your turn while removed, choose one: Delay your turn until you return; Take an action. Actions used while 
removed only affect yourself. 
 
When you return, place yourself as close as possible to the tile you were on. 
- 
Augury 
astrologer support 
When you act, you may turn that action into a fate, placing it on a character in range. Fates cannot be removed, but are 
delayed until the end of the next round. 
 
Non-damaging effects of fates succeed regardless of rolls and cannot be blocked or redirected. 
- 
Blink 
astrologer movement 
Teleport up to 3 tiles. 
 
If you can see your destination tile, you may teleport up to your Speed. 
- 
Spatial Collapse 
astrologer ultimate 
Compress space, creating a rift on an empty tile in sight within 6 tiles and affecting a 3x3 ring around it. While in the area, 
moving away from the rift costs 3 Speed and dashing is impossible. 
 
At the end of each round, the rift displaces targets 1 tile towards it, then contracts by 1 tile. When the rift contracts to only 
its tile, it is destroyed, dealing 10 damage to adjacent characters. 
 
Cannot be blocked or removed. 
 
[4.20] Warlock 
- 
Unerring Bolt 
warlock active 
Fire a rapid bolt of energy in a line, attacking the first character hit for 3 damage and dispelling them or inflicting stagger 
(beat 2). 
 
Choose one: Gain 3 energy; Spend 1 energy to instead attack any enemy in the encounter. 
- 
Force Rays 
warlock active 
Fire a solid ray of energy in a straight or diagonal line, attacking the first character hit for 4 damage and displacing it 2 tiles 
away from you (beat 2). 
 
Choose one: Gain 2 energy; Spend energy to fire additional rays in any direction (1 energy per ray). 
 
Rays past the first on the same target increase damage and displacement by +1 instead of attacking again. 
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- 
Disruption Lance 
warlock active 
Launch a piercing lance of energy in a line, attacking characters in the area for 4 damage. Passes through objects. 
 
Choose one: Gain 1 energy; Spend 5 energy to accelerate the lance, causing it to avoid reactions and deal +1 more 
damage for every 2 tiles it travels. 
- 
Warlock’s Eye 
warlock active 
Gain 3 energy, and you may create a mystic eye on a tile in sight within 3 tiles. The eye does not block movement or 
vision and is immune to all effects except dispel. 
 
On your turn, you may choose one: Spend 1 energy to teleport the eye up to 3 tiles; Spend an action and destroy the eye 
to take an action as though you were in its tile. 
 
Ends on defeat, or when you wish it. Limit 1 per team. 
- 
Energy Shield 
warlock reaction 
Surround yourself with a wall of energy, blocking -3 damage. 
 
Choose one: Gain 1 energy; Spend 3 energy to block an additional -3 damage. 
- 
Tidal Flux 
warlock support 
At the end of the round, you may shift the Tides in your favor, increasing your damage by +1 during the next round. On 
the following round, the Tides shift against you, decreasing your damage by the same amount. 
 
Cannot be used again until the effect fades. 
 
Each time you use this skill past the first, its effect increases by 1. 
- 
Flicker 
warlock movement 
Teleport up to 4 tiles, then teleport back to your original position at the end of your turn. 
- 
Deny Existence 
warlock ultimate 
Tear your foe from space and time, placing 5 counters on an enemy in sight within 6 tiles. Remove a counter at the end of 
each round. 
 
At 0 counters, attack the target, stunning it and disabling its skills until the end of the next round, then dealing 15 damage. 
 
Cannot be blocked or removed. Lethal to enemies, and killing an enemy creates impassable tiles where it died. Limit 1 per 
team. 
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[5.0] Armory 
 
[5.1] Material Examples 
Tier 1 metals: bronze, iron, steel 
Tier 2 metals: mithril, orichalcum 
Tier 3 metals: adamant 
 
Tier 1 fine metals: copper, silver 
Tier 2 fine metals: gold, palladium, crystal 
Tier 3 fine metals: phoenixflame 
 
Tier 1 wood: pine, oak, cedar 
Tier 2 wood: walnut, ebony, yew 
Tier 3 wood: primordial 
 
Tier 1 cloth: jute, wool, cotton 
Tier 2 cloth: linen, silk 
Tier 3 cloth: whisper 
 
Tier 1 animal: hide, leather, scale, bone, shell 
Tier 2 animal: remains of dire and ancient creatures 
Tier 3 animal: remains of dragons and titans 
 
Tier 1 gems: amber, pyrite, obsidian, geode, pearl, calcite, fluorite, malachite, topaz, garnet, turquoise, jade, carnelian, 
kyanite, agate, citrine, aquamarine 
Tier 2 gems: ruby, emerald, sapphire, diamond 
Tier 3 gems: starstone 
 
[5.2] Weapon Types 
(1h) Sword: Grants the reaction skill Counter: Attack your attacker in melee for 6 damage. 
(2h) Massive: Increases basic attack damage to 8. 
(2h) Polearm: Melee range: sight 1-2. Melee attacks on targets next to you deal -2 less damage. 
(2h) Sweeping: After a melee attack, attack other enemies next to you for 6 damage. 
(1h) Throwing: Melee range: sight 1-6. Melee attacks become projectiles and deal -2 less damage. 
(2h) Bow: Melee range: sight 3-7. Melee attacks become projectiles and deal -1 less damage. 
(2h) Staff: Grants the active skill Blast: Attack a 2x2 square starting on a tile in sight within 5 tiles, dealing 3 damage. 
(2h) Musket: Grants the active skills Fire: Spend 1 ammo to attack an enemy in sight within 4-12 tiles for 9 damage; and 
Reload: Gain 1 ammo. Max ammo: 1. 
(1h) Pistol: Grants the active skills Fire: Spend 1 ammo to attack an enemy in sight within 1-6 tiles for 7 damage; and 
Reload: Gain 1 ammo. Max ammo: 1. 
(1h) Orb: Grants the active skill Scry: Choose an enemy, area, or object on the battlefield, and make a DC 8 Spirit check 
to reveal information about the target. 
(1h) Shield: Grants the reaction skill Deflect: Block -4 damage. 
(1h) Bracers: Grants the reaction skill Absorb: Block non-damaging effects. 
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[5.3] Tier 1 Weapon Upgrades 
Critical damage: Deal +3 more damage if you roll a natural 10 on a melee attack with this weapon. (Melee) 
Critical status: Inflict [bane chosen on creation] and grant yourself the opposing boon if you roll a natural 10 on a melee 
attack with this weapon. (Melee) 
Opening damage: Deal +2 more damage if your first attack in a battle uses this weapon. (Damaging) 
Opening accuracy: Rolls increase by +5 if your first attack in a battle uses this weapon. (Damaging) 
Opening defense: Block -3 more damage if your first reaction in a battle uses this weapon. (Defensive) 
Close combat defense:  Block -1 more damage with this weapon if your attacker is adjacent to you. (Defensive) 
Area defense: Block -1 more damage with this weapon if you are being targeted with an area attack. (Defensive) 
Demolish: Grants the active skill Demolish: Destroy an object next to you. (Melee) 
 
[5.4] Tier 2 Weapon Upgrades 
Counter damage: Counter deals 7 damage. (Sword) 
Flourish: Grants the reaction skill Flourish: Block -2 damage and grant yourself clarity. Inflict stagger on your attacker if it 
is in range. (Sword) 
Push attack: When you basic attack, you may also displace the target 3 tiles away from you. (Massive) 
Crusher: Grants the active skill Crusher: Attack in melee, dealing 10 damage. The target may react regardless of rolls. 
(Massive) 
Thrusting attack: Replaces the basic property of this weapon with: Melee range: Line 1W3L. Targets past the first take 
half damage. (Polearm) 
Falling attack: If you are falling, you may make a melee attack with this weapon on an enemy below you. If you do, the 
attack is unblockable, you ignore fall damage, and place yourself next to the target after the attack. (Polearm) 
Cleave: Replaces the basic property of this weapon with: Melee attacks target all enemies next to you. (Sweeping) 
Step attack: Before or after you melee attack, you may dash 1 tile, once per turn. (Sweeping) 
Dual strike: Your melee attacks may target 2 different enemies. The second attack deals half damage. (Throwing) 
Seeker: Increase the rolls of your melee attacks with this weapon by +1. (Throwing) 
Greatbow: Replaces the basic property of this weapon with: Melee range: sight 5-10. Melee attacks become projectiles. 
(Bow) 
Arcing Shot: Melee attacks arc over objects. (Bow) 
Greater Blast: Blast also inflicts [bane chosen at creation] (beat 2).  (Staff) 
Summon familiar: You control a [familiar type chosen at creation] as well as your character, which takes its turn 
immediately before yours. The familiar has 6 Speed, and can act by attacking in melee for 1 damage, using an item it is 
carrying, or using an object in a tile next to it. The familiar has 1 inventory slot and cannot use weapons or armor. If it is 
destroyed, you may spend an action to resummon it in a tile next to you. (Staff) 
Quickshot: Grants the active skill Quickshot: Attack an enemy in sight within 1-6 tiles for 5 damage. Avoids reactions. 
(Pistol) 
Rapid charge: Automatically use Reload with this weapon at the end of the round. (Pistol) 
Snipe: Grants the active skill Snipe: Spend 1 ammo to attack an enemy within 4-12 tiles for 7 damage. Passes through 
objects. Unblockable. (Musket) 
Capacitor: Max ammo +1. (Musket) 
Scope: You know the stats and skill names of visible enemies. (Orb) 
Sensor: Double enemy detection range. Enemies have disadvantage on stealth checks and cannot re-enter stealth after 
being revealed. (Orb) 
Deflect power: Deflect blocks -5 damage. (Shield) 
Warding Field: Grants the reaction skill Warding Field: Block -2 damage on yourself and allies in a 2x2 ring. You may 
react to attacks on allies with this skill. (Shield) 
Absorb power: Absorb also blocks -2 damage. (Bracers) 
Diversion: Absorb also disables the skill reacted to until the end of the attacker's next turn. (Bracers) 
Weapon swap: Readying this weapon does not cost an action. Uses per battle: 1. (Any) 
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[5.5] Tier 3 Weapon Upgrades 
Riposte: If your attacker rolled a natural 1-3, Counter deals 12 damage. (Sword) 
Density: Improves the basic property of this weapon, making basic attacks unblockable. (Massive) 
Trick weapon: Removes the damage reduction of the basic property of this weapon. (Polearm) 
Cross strike: Once per turn, you may repeat a melee attack you just made, dealing half damage and reducing its rolls by 
-2. (Sweeping) 
Blossom: Grants the active skill Blossom: Attack all enemies in sight within 6 tiles, dealing 4 damage. (Throwing) 
Longshot: Improves the basic property of this weapon to: Melee range: 2-9. (Bow) 
Empowered Blast: Blast also inflicts [bane chosen at creation] (beat 2), and grants you the opposing boon. (Staff) 
Deadeye: Grants the active skill Deadeye: Spend 1 ammo to attack an enemy in sight within 1-6 tiles for 11 damage. 
Lethal. Uses per battle: 1. (Pistol) 
Dual capacitor: Max ammo +2. (Musket) 
Arcane eye: Scrying always succeeds, and reveals full information about the target. (Orb) 
Impervious: If your attacker rolled a natural 1-3, Deflect blocks all damage. (Shield) 
Vortex: Absorb also steals the skill reacted to until the end of the attacker's next turn. (Bracers) 
Devastating critical: The attack is unblockable and you deal double damage if you roll a natural 10 on a melee attack with 
this weapon. (Melee) 
Damage upgrade: Deal +1 more damage. (Any) 
Skill upgrade: [Skill chosen on creation] is upgraded. Upgraded skills deal bonus damage, have a condition removed, or 
have an additional effect. (Any) 
Unlimited weapon swap: Readying this weapon does not cost an action. (Any) 
 
[5.6] Tier 1 Armor Upgrades 
Initial boon: Start battles with [boon chosen at creation], and halve the effect of the opposing bane. 
Bane immunity: Immune to [bane chosen at creation]. 
Hazard immunity: Ignore [hazard type chosen at creation]. Damaging, movement-impairing, water, wind, dirt, temperature, 
pressure, etc. 
Climbing gear: Start a climb for 2 Speed, and ignore fall damage. 
Diving gear: Act in water, breathe underwater, and safely dive to any distance. 
Camouflage: Start battles in stealth (detection range 5). 
Revival boon: Revive with 2 more Health and [boon chosen on creation]. 
Massive: Reduce displacement to 1 tile. 
Plating: Immune to damage equal to or less than 2. No effect on burn or redirected damage. 
Stasis shell: If you would be defeated, you may instead stabilize yourself and become immune to all effects this battle. 
Automatically activates if you would die. 
One-shot defense: If you would be defeated by an attack that deals damage equal to or greater than your maximum 
Health, remain at 1 Health instead. Uses per battle: 1. 
Armor swap: Readying this armor does not cost an action. Uses per battle: 1. 
 
[5.7] Tier 2 Armor Upgrades 
Dispel immunity: Immune to dispel. 
Displacement immunity: Immune to displacement. 
Veil: Negate the first non-damaging effect you would suffer each battle. 
Spirit defense: Do not lose Spirit from defeats, and do not lose additional Spirit from lethal attacks. 
Discipline defense: Take -1 less damage from [discipline chosen on creation] skills. 
Limited flight: Fly while moving or dashing until damaged. Uses per battle: 1. Lasts 10 minutes out of combat. 
Strong plating: Immune to damage equal to or less than 3. No effect on burn or redirected damage. 
Advanced camouflage: Start battles in stealth (detection range 3). 
Messenger: Silently communicate with other allies in your presence that also have this enchantment. Messages from 
others appear as floating letters that are only visible to you. 
Strong revival boon: Revive with 4 more Health and [boon chosen on creation]. 
Unlimited armor swap: Readying this armor does not cost an action. 
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[5.8] Tier 3 Armor Upgrades 
Invulnerability: Become immune to negative effects for one turn. Uses per battle: 1. 
Damage reduction: Take -1 less damage. 
Axis defense: Take -2 less damage from [axis chosen on creation] skills. 
Total hazard immunity: Immune to hazards. 
Total bane immunity: Immune to banes. 
Peerless plating: Immune to damage equal to or less than 4. No effect on burn or redirected damage. 
Immutability: Cannot be removed from your tile unless you wish. No effect on ultimates. 
Stat bonus: Increase a stat by +1 (Health by +3). 
Unlimited flight: Fly while moving or dashing, and hover over surfaces at will. 
Invisibility: Start battles in stealth (detection range 1). Automatically re-enter stealth if you fulfill the conditions. 
Superior revival boon: Revive with 6 more Health and [boon chosen on creation]. 
 
[5.9] Tier 1 Consumables 
Healing potion: Heal yourself or an ally next to you for 8. 
Cleansing potion: Cleanse and heal yourself or an ally next to you for 5. 
Revival potion: Revive an ally next to you for 3. 
Fishy potion: Breathe and act underwater for 10 minutes. 
Blast vial: Attack a 3x3 square starting on a tile in sight within 5 tiles, dealing 6 damage to the closest character and 3 
damage to others. 
Bane vial: Attack a 3x3 square starting on a tile in sight within 5 tiles, dealing 2 damage and inflicting [bane chosen on 
creation]. 
Attack charm: Attack a 1x1 ring around you for 4 damage and inflict [bane chosen on creation]. 
Healing charm: Heal yourself and characters in a 2x2 ring around you for 4. 
Boon charm: Grant [boon chosen on creation] to yourself and characters in a 2x2 ring. 
Minion charm: Summon up to 2 minions next to you. Minions have 1 Hea, 6 Spd, and attack in melee for 1 damage. 
Grappling hook: Attach a hook to a tile in sight within 1 tile. Characters may move on the grapple as if they were on 
ground. 
Caltrops: Scatter caltrops on an adjacent tile. The next time a character moves onto that tile, it must spend its reaction 
and make a Ref 10/Spd 8/Hea 10 check. Failure: 2d, slow, movement stops. Success: no effect. 
Ice raft: Freeze a 3x3 square of liquid starting on an adjacent tile. A character on the raft can act to move it 3 tiles. 
Portal: Create a tunnel entrance on an adjacent solid surface, and create an exit on the same surface within 3 tiles. Until 
the end of your next turn, characters may end their move on the entrance to emerge at the closest empty tile to the exit. 
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[5.10] Tier 2 Consumables 
Strong healing potion: Heal yourself or an ally next to you for 10. 
Strong cleansing potion: Cleanse and heal yourself or an ally next to you for 7. 
Strong revival potion: Revive an ally next to you for 5. 
Skystrike charm: Choose any 2x2 square. At the end of the next round, attack characters in the area for 8 damage. 
Unblockable. Penetrates objects. 
Sword charm: Attack enemies in a 3x3 ring around you for 5 damage. Penetrates objects. 
Blink charm: Teleport up to 6 tiles. 
Barrier: Create an impassable barrier in a tile next to you. 
Horde charm: Summon up to 4 minions next to you. Minions take their turns immediately before you, have 1 Hea, 6 Spd, 
and can attack in melee for 1 damage, use items given to them, or use objects. 
Ritual knife: Kill a defeated enemy next to you. 
Shifting potion: Use [shifter active chosen on creation]. 
Strength potion: Your next attack is unblockable and deals +2 damage, if made from next to the target. 
Glimmer dust: Enter stealth (detection range 3) if you are out of sight of all enemies. 
Splinter mine: Plant a mine on an adjacent tile. The next time an enemy moves over it, it must spend its reaction and 
make a Ref 12/Spd 10/Hea 12 check. Failure: 8d, slow, movement stops. Success: 4d, no slow or movement stop. 
Ice spear: Attack an enemy in sight within 6 tiles, dealing 6 damage and immobilizing it until the end of its next turn. 
Veil charm: Negate the next non-damaging effect you would suffer this battle. 
Masqe: Shift into the human depicted by the masque for one day. Creating a masque is a ritual that takes 1 hour and a 
willing target. While using a masque, it is clear that you are shifted, but not in what way. 
Diving charm: For 8 hours, liquids are pushed out of a 1x1 ring around the bearer of this charm, and a bubble of 
breathable air is always present in the area. 
Backup mirror: You may take an additional reaction once during this battle. 
 
[5.11] Tier 3 Consumables 
Perfect healing potion: Heal yourself or an ally next to you for 12. 
Perfect cleansing potion: Cleanse and heal yourself or an ally next to you for 9. 
Perfect revival potion: Revive an ally next to you for 7. 
Energy potion: Grant yourself or an ally next to you an additional use of their ultimate. 
Gate charm: Teleport to any tile. 
Aether spike: Place a mystic trap on an adjacent tile. The next enemy that passes through that tile takes 12 damage and 
is immobilized until the end of its next turn. Unblockable. 
Summoning knife: Summon a 2x2 Destroyer in a tile next to you, with 20 Hea and 5 Spd. It can attack in melee for 8 
damage, demolishing structures. 
Stoneskin charm: Take half damage until you are healed. 
Blank slate: Remove all effects on all characters in battle, including counters. Unblockable. 
Snapback post: Place a post on an adjacent tile. When an ally is defeated, teleport them to the post if it is unoccupied. 
Aetheric chaff: Disable magical detection for all characters in your presence. Lasts throughout the battle, or 10 minutes. 
Sanctuary: Bless a 2x2 ring around you. The edge blocks skills, and allies inside gain 4 health at the end of the round. 
Destroyed if an enemy is inside at the end of the round, or if no allies are inside at the end of the round. 
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[6.0] Rituals 
 
Language 
Disciplines: any 
Grants knowledge of the specified language. 
Variants: Anglo, Russo, Asiatic, Araba, other local languages 
 
Animal language 
Disciplines: herald 
Transforms your words into sounds the specified animal can understand as you speak them. 
Variants: Various animals 
 
Translation 
Disciplines: herald 
Spend 1 minute to create a bond with a living creature in your presence. As you speak them, you and the target's words 
become the language the other is most familiar with. You can only communicate basic concepts when speaking to 
non-humans. 
Variants: Mammal, Bird, Reptile, Fish, Amphibian, Invertebrate 
 
Piloting 
Disciplines: pyromancer, cryomancer, geomancer, astrologer 
You are familiar with the use and upkeep of the specified form of propulsion. 
Variants: Pyromantic, Cryomantic, Geomantic, Astrological 
 
Crafting 
Disciplines: any 
Create weapons or armor of the specified material. You must have the appropriate material, facilities, and time to do so. 
(8 hours) 
Variants: Metals, Fine metals, Wood, Cloth, Animal, Gems; Has 2 additional ranks, each of which gives access to higher 
tier materials. 
 
Enchanting 
Disciplines: any 
Create armor and weapon enchantments and add them to items. You must have the appropriate material, facilities, and 
time to do so. (2 hours to create or apply) 
Variants: Metals, Fine metals, Wood, Cloth, Animal, Gems; Has 2 additional ranks, each of which gives access to higher 
tier materials. 
 
Alchemy 
Disciplines: any 
Create potions and vials. You must have the appropriate materials and time to do so. (1 hour) 
Variants: Has 2 additional ranks, each of which gives access to higher tier items. 
 
Trinket making 
Disciplines: any 
Create charms and other consumables. You must have the appropriate materials and time to do so. (1 hour) 
Variants: Has 2 additional ranks, each of which gives access to higher tier items. 
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Construct creation 
Disciplines: any 
You are familiar with the creation and upkeep of magical constructs and items. Spend 1 hour to make permanent a 
construct, ritual that affects a location, or a skill that affects a location. These effects disappear when you leave their 
presence, and you may only have one permanent effect at once. You may also spend 8 hours and the appropriate 
materials to create a magical item that has the effect of a ritual you know, or 1 day to create a magical construct that has 
the same effect as the summon familiar staff enchantment. 
Variants: Ranks increase the rank of other rituals you can form into items and the power of constructs you can create. 
 
Endurance 
Disciplines: soldier, knight, monk 
You have superhuman endurance. You have advantage on checks to resist environmental extremes, and you do not lose 
Spirit when traveling, no matter the pace. 
Variants: Ranks remove Spirit loss from going without food or full rest for no more than a week, and drastically slow aging. 
 
Aetheric stealth 
Disciplines: rogue, assassin 
Spend 10 minutes to mask your presence in the aether, preventing you from being detected by mystic means. Breaks for 
that character if you are spotted physically, or if you draw attention. 
Variants: Ranks decrease casting time (1 minute/1 action). 
 
Enhanced senses 
Disciplines: spirit or twisting axis 
Spend 10 minutes to enhance your senses. You may double the resolution of one of your senses or grant yourself the 
ability to see in near-total darkness. Lasts until you rest or until you end it. 
Variants: Ranks increase the number of senses you can enhance at once (2/3), and increase the resolution (3x/5x). 
 
Cooking 
Disciplines: unity axis 
You have the ability to infuse your cooking with mystical restorative properties, adding a portion of your own emotions or 
memories to the dish. If you have fresh ingredients, you can spend 1 hour to make a feast for your party that restores 2 
additional Spirit during a long rest. 
Variants: Ranks increase the benefit of the feast, restoring more Spirit and giving those who eat it advantage on their next 
background check. 
 
Restoration 
Disciplines: radiant, herald 
Spend 1 minute to clean and repair nonliving material in a 1-tile space in sight. This ritual attempts to return its target to 
the best state you can recall seeing it in. 
Variants: Ranks increase your ability to target a previous state of the object; within 30 days/just after it was first created. 
 
Light weaving 
Disciplines: radiant, assassin, evocation axis 
Spend 1 minute to generate and manipulate light in a 1-tile space in sight. The light you generate cannot be bright enough 
to cause harm, and can be formed into a static or moving image. A moving image can be made to stop moving or loop, 
with the maximum loop duration equal to the casting time. The light can be at a point in sight or attached to you, and 
affects a 1x1 ring around the target. 
Variants: Ranks increase the range and area of the ritual. 
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Sound weaving 
Disciplines: assassin, performer, evocation axis 
Spend 1 minute to generate and manipulate sound in a 1-tile space in sight. The sound you generate cannot be loud 
enough to cause harm. The sound you generate can be made to stop or loop, with the maximum loop duration equal to 
the casting time. The sound can be at a point in sight or attached to you, and affects a 1x1 ring around the target. 
Variants: Ranks increase the range and area of the ritual. 
 
Delving 
Disciplines: knight, abyssal, unity axis 
Spend 10 minutes analyzing a living character's body and aetheric wave, discerning the details of any mystic or physical 
ailments, the types of magic the target can use, their vision of the aether, and other details. Delving a character gives you 
knowledge of their wave's unique qualities, letting you pick it out in the future. You may also spend 1 hour to delve a 
location, detecting a wave you know if its owner was in the area within the last week. 
Variants: Ranks increase the detail of the delve, and add additional time you can detect waves (1 month/1 year). 
 
Wake reading 
Disciplines: templar, necromancer, evocation axis 
Spend 10 minutes analyzing a nonliving object's physical form and aetheric wake, discerning the details of its physical and 
mystic composition. Reading a wake gives you knowledge of its unique qualities, letting you pick it out in the future. You 
may also spend 1 hour to read a location, detecting a wake you know if it was in the area within the last week. 
Variants: Ranks increase the detail of the reading, and add additional time you can detect wakes (1 month/1 year). 
 
Recollection 
Disciplines: spirit axis 
Spend 10 minutes meditating, reliving a moment from your past that occurred within the last week. You can pause and 
move to different points in this vision. You may choose to detach yourself from how the experience felt, or you may 
choose to relive it fully. The maximum length you can relive is equal to the casting time. 
Variants: Ranks increase the time you can recollect from (1 month/1 year). 
 
Life sense 
Disciplines: spirit or unity axis 
Spend 1 minute to detect living beings in your presence. During the ritual, these characters' aetheric wakes bleed together 
with your normal senses, letting you see their locations and relative positions. 
 
Masquerade 
Disciplines: shifter 
Spend 1 minute to shift into another human until you end the effect or rest. It will be obvious you are shifted while 
masquerading, but not in what way. In order to masquerade, you must have spent a minimum of 1 day in the target's 
presence, familiarizing yourself with their form. Additional time spent with the target increases your ability to masquerade 
as it. 
 
Aether wall 
Disciplines: templar 
Spend 1 minute to create a solid wall or volume in the aether that blocks magical sight. The wall is attached to and 
centered on you, can be any size from 1 tile to filling your presence, and can be any shape. 
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